ACE2 as a potential therapeutic target for pandemic COVID-19
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SARS-CoV-2 virus invades the host through angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors by decreasing the ACE2 expression of the host. This disturbs the dynamic equilibrium between the ACE/Ang II/AT1R axis and ACE2/Ang (1–7)/Mas receptor axis. Therefore, the clinically approved drugs belonging to (i) angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors such as captopril, enalapril, (ii) angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs) such as losartan, candesartan, olmesartan, azilsartan, irbesartan, and telmisartan and (iii) the combination of ACE inhibitors and ARBs such as losartan with lisinopril and captopril with losartan, and (iv) recombinant ACE2, were studied for their ability to activate ACE2 in different medical conditions including hypertension, inflammation, cardiovascular, renal and lung diseases. These clinically approved drugs were found to activate ACE2 that had been downregulated in different medical conditions including hypertension, inflammation, cardiovascular, renal and lung diseases. Therefore, these drugs may be repurposed to re-activate the downregulated ACE2 of COVID-19 patients. These drugs either alone or in combination may be repurposed as prophylactics and therapeutics against SARS-CoV-2 virus.

Introduction

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is a life-threatening infectious viral disease that emerged in Wuhan, China. It is caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection which has infected more than 41 104 946 humans worldwide and has caused more than 1 128 325 deaths as reported by the World Health Organization (WHO). SARS-CoV-2 infects the respiratory tract and causes symptoms associated with cardiovascular, digestive and neurological diseases.2,3 Elderly people with cardiovascular conditions including hypertension are more prone to develop COVID-19.4 COVID-19 patients have higher levels of angiotensin II as compared to healthy individuals.5 It has been found that this disease infects humans and is transmitted from human to human and also from humans to animals.6,7 This disease is pandemic causing a more serious global health threat than severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) epidemics, therefore there is an urgent requirement for therapeutic and prophylactic interventions for COVID-19.

The pathogen, SARS-CoV-2 is a single stranded RNA virus belonging to β-coronavirus genus with lineage B.8 Further, S1 subunits of spike (S) proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV have affinity towards human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (hACE2) receptors.8 ACE2 is involved in conversion of angiotensin II (Ang II) to angiotensin-(1–7) [Ang (1–7)] and angiotensin I (Ang I) to angiotensin-(1–9) [Ang (1–9)].9 Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is homolog of the angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) that is expressed in cell membranes of heart, kidney, lungs, arteries and intestines.10 Interestingly, SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE2 receptor, 10–20 folds higher compared to SARS-CoV resulting in higher infection and transmissibility.11

Interestingly, ACE2 protects lungs from severe acute lung injury (Imai et al., 2005)17 and kidneys from damage.12,13 The deficiency of ACE2 is related with advanced glomerulosclerosis, oxidative stress in kidneys and diabetic nephropathy.14–16 ACE2 is a member of renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAAS) that help in regulating hypertension, electrolyte balance and contributes to pathophysiology of cardiovascular/renal/lung diseases. ACE2 expression is decreased during SARS-CoV infections resulting in disturbance of dynamic equilibrium state between ACE/Ang II/AT1R axis and ACE2/Ang (1–7)/Mas receptor axis17 and similarly this may happen during SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Interestingly, upregulation of ACE2 has also been found to be species specific upon interferon stimulation. Notably, interferon upregulate the human ACE2 in nasal epithelia and lung tissue while it is not able to upregulate the mouse ACE2 thereby helping in generating more targets for SARS-COV-2 and exploring more areas for invasion of virus.18
There is mixed findings on ACE2 levels by ACE inhibitors and angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs)\(^{19-34}\). Notably, the effect of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors and angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs) on ACE2 is expected to be different as they have dissimilar effects on angiotensin II.\(^{35}\)

As SARS-CoV-2 sneaks into humans through hACE2 receptors and then downregulates its expression such that ACE2 forgoes its protective effect in different organs, therefore activating ACE2 may lead to the treatment for COVID-19 (Fig. 1). Till date, there is no effective therapeutic drug to cure COVID-19. Considering the complexity of the pathogenesis of COVID-19, we are highlighting the studies on clinically approved drugs which are activating ACE2 and may act as potential COVID-19 therapeutics (Fig. 1). The drugs activating ACE2 belongs to (i) angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors (Fig. 2), (ii) angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs) (Fig. 2), (iii) the combinations of ACE inhibitor and ARB, (iv) recombinant ACE2.

(i) Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors

Since the active sites of ACE and ACE2 are different, therefore ACE inhibitors does not directly affect ACE2 activity\(^{36}\) but can cause activation of ACE2. Captopril, an ACE inhibitor activates ACE2/angiotensin-(1–7) level/Mas receptor axis,\(^{37}\) lowering mean pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and right ventricular index.\(^{38}\) Furthermore, pre-treatment with captopril prevents lipopolysaccharide-induced injury in pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells of rat by bringing back the ACE/ACE2 ratio to the normal levels and lowers the ratio of angiotensin II to angiotensin(1–7).\(^{39}\) Captopril prevents lung apoptosis by maintaining the normal level of ACE2/ACE axis during acute pulmonary embolism demonstrated in porcine model.\(^{40}\)

Treatment with enalapril at in neurogenic pulmonary edema expressed in rabbit models reduces the injury of lungs by reducing angiotensin II concentration and ratio of ACE mRNA to ACE2 mRNA in lungs.\(^{41}\) Further, enalapril has the ability to inhibit the inflammation in airway caused by acrolein.\(^{42}\)

As there is a well-established association between obesity, hypertension and diabetes, enalapril treatment gives protection to pancreatic islets and controls body mass, glucose intolerance and insulin resistance with the increase of ACE2/Ang (1–7)/Mas receptor axis and level of adiponectin.\(^{43}\)

(ii) Angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs)

The treatment with ARBs causes an upregulation of ACE2 as seen from animal studies\(^{20,25,43}\). The angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R) is the main receptor mediating angiotensin II effects. Losartan is angiotensin II type 1 receptor antagonists that demonstrate lung protectiveness. Its treatment in pulmonary arterial hypertension decreases the level of angiotensin II, ACE expression and increases ACE2 expression in lung tissue.\(^{44}\) Interestingly, losartan prevents lipopolysaccharide-induced lung injury by lowering cytokines and high mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) protein levels and controls ACE2 activity in rat model system.\(^{45}\)

In smoke-induced pulmonary arterial remodeling and
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Fig. 1 Schematic mechanism for ACE inhibitor, ARBs and recombinant ACE2 as repurposed drugs for COVID-19.
pulmonary arterial hypertension model system, losartan plays by lowering the angiotensin II level in lungs and increasing ACE2 levels.\(^46\)

In spontaneously hypertensive rats, losartan administration resulted in high level of renal ACE2 and angiotensin-(1–7) generation suggesting the renal protection.\(^47\) Candesartan is renoprotective in intermediate doses in diabetic mice by upregulating ACE2/AT2R/Mas axis protective components.\(^48\) In addition, olmesartan treatment in hypertensive patients resulted in increase of ACE2 expression in urine thus providing renoprotective effects.\(^49\) Iwanami et al. studied the impact of treatment with azilsartan and olmesartan which are angiotensin II type 1 (AT1) receptor blockers in transgenic mice with the human renin and angiotensinogen genes (hRN/hANG-Tg) and found that azilsartan decreases blood pressure and increases sodium concentration in urine more than that of olmesartan with activation of ACE2/Ang-(1–7)/Mas axis.

Losartan or telmisartan is also used for treatment of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) in obese and/or hypertensive model system by lowering hepatic triacylglycerol levels, PLIN 2 and improve glycemic control by using ACE2/rMAS axis.\(^50\) Additionally, ARBs have anti-inflammatory properties as seen from irbesartan which decreases the intestinal inflammation induced by stress via activation of ACE2 pathway.\(^51\)

Increase in ACE2 expression in heart is observed in rat after administration of losartan and olmesartan.\(^52\) In the patients having essential hypertension, olmesartan usage for long period decreases left ventricular mass index.\(^52\) Interestingly, cardiac hypertrophy not dependent on blood pressure is inhibited by olmesartan through the original AT1R blockade and also with the increase of ACE2/Ang-(1–7)/Mas axis with decrease of Nox4 expression.\(^53\) Losartan or captopril combined with angiotensin-(1–7) resulted in cardioprotection for diabetes-induced cardiac dysfunction by ACE2/Ang-(1–7)/Mas receptor axis.\(^54\) The treatment with candesartan controlled the progression of dilated cardiomyopathy with the upregulation of Ang (1–7), ACE2 and mas1 along with the modulation of endoplasmic reticulum stress and cardiac apoptosis.\(^55\) Furthermore, telmisartan treatment provided cardioprotective effects in dilated cardiomyopathy of mice model through stimulation of ACE2/Ang-(1–7)/Mas receptor axis.\(^56\) Similarly, olmesartan treatment also ameliorates dilated cardiomyopathy through modulating ACE2/Ang-(1–7)/Mas receptor axis.\(^57\)

**(iii) Combinations of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors and angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs)**

Interesting, lungs are protected from pneumonitis and fibrosis induced by radiation with the help of ACE inhibitors and ARBs.\(^58\) Further, increase of cardio protective biomarkers is associated with combined use of ACE inhibitor, ARBs and beta blocker.\(^59\) Notably, increase of cardiac ACE2 activity is associated with combined effect of losartan and lisinopril.\(^60\) The inhibition of ACE may result from the total effect of lower angiotensin II formation and metabolism of angiotensin-(1–7)
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whereas angiotensin II type 1 receptor antagonists may work by raising angiotensin II metabolism by ACE2 in cardiac system.  

Furthermore, under hypoxia conditions, when mouse Lewis lung carcinoma cells are treated with captopril and losartan, an increase in ACE2 and angiotensin II type 2 receptors expression and a decrease in ACE and angiotensin II type 1 receptor expression is observed.  

(iv) Recombinant ACE2

Recombinant human ACE2 is known as therapeutic RAS modulator. Supplementation with recombinant human ACE2 results in lowering of Ang II and increase of Ang-(1-7)/Ang II ratio. It has been found to reverse lung injury and lower angiotensin II levels in viral infections. Additionally, it has been found to play cardioprotective role in heart failure and ameliorate kidney fibrosis. Further, the diabetic kidney injury is reduced when treated with recombinant human ACE2.  

GSK2586881, a recombinant human ACE2 was found to decrease the level of Ang II with increase of Ang (1–7) in acute respiratory distress syndrome patients. Notably, in early stages of SARS-CoV-2 infection, human recombinant soluble ACE2 was found to be active against SARS-CoV-2 virus and blocks this viral infection as found from in vitro studies.  

Conclusions and outlook

On the basis of the available evidences, these drugs have the ability to activate the ACE2 expression that had been regulated in different diseases including hypertension, cardiovascular, renal and lung diseases. As SARS-CoV-2 binds to host ACE2 receptor and downregulates its expression, therefore these drugs either alone or in combination may be repurposed to re-activate the host ACE2 thereby serving as probable SARS-CoV-2 therapeutics. Notably, these drugs may enhance the immune responses; reduce inflammations and organ damage due to COVID-19 complications. Further, these drugs may also reduce the death rate associated with COVID-19. Therefore, repurposing these clinically approved drugs might be a good option. The advantage of repurposing clinically approved drugs are their side effects is known and they might serve as the good candidates for SARS-CoV-2 therapeutics and prophylactics.
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